Introduction
For circular machines whose closed orbit lies in a horizontal plane, the transverse and longitudinal damping partition numbers J,, Jy and J, can be defined ('T2) in terms of the second (12) The variation of the longitudinal damping partition number J, with respect to an energy deviation 6 = Ap/p is given by:
with 120 = 12 and 40 = I4 for 6 = 0. In a series of reports f8$') the equation for D1 has been derived for machines with large bending radius po where high order terms in ho as well as the terms coming from combined function magnets h&, and from the variation of the dispersion function with azimuth Db were neglected. For small machines these terms cannot be neglected. The periodic solution of D1 can be found either by the harmonic analysis method or by integration using Green functions(g).
Edge Angle 9
For a magnet whose pole-faces are inclined by 001 at the entrance and by 602 at the exit the pole-face angles are given by:
with (D&) = Dhl + f hDo1 tan 001 , ( Dh2) = Dh2 -f hDo2 tan 002 .
The suffix "1" denotes the beginning of the fringe field region at the magnet entrance and the suffix =2" the end of the fringe field region at the magnet exit.
These expansions enable us to write the synchrotron integrals 12 and I4 to first order in 6. Omitting the suffix "0" of h, k, t and 9 we have 12=/h2ds-26jjh2+hkDo)ds and I4 = / (h3 -2hk) Do ds
These formulations are completely general and give the contribution to the second and fourth synchrotron integrals for any magnetic element, from simple dipoles and quadrupoles to combined function magnets with sextupole. The contribution of an element's edges to these integrals can be deduced directly from the characteristics of this element, which is the subject of the next section.
Contribution of the edges
For magnetic elements with inclined boundaries whose entrance and/or exit faces are not normal to the design trajectory, the local quadrupole k(s) and sextupole r(s) fields experienced by a particle traversing the element and it's fringe field along the design trajectory is given by('el: where the index =rn" has been omitted.
Variation of the damping partition number with energy
Using the results obtained so far, we can differentiate I2 and 4 with respect to 6 and obtain the variation to first order of the damping partition numbers with particle energy deviation: 
